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Beautiful Broadkill Beach 
 
Ahh, the nice beach, I can smell the marsh too. Broadkill is home to a beautiful beach and the 
Primehook marsh. It also has a calming environment for birds and horseshoe crabs to live in. 
Broadkill is where my beach house is and lots more. There had been a lot of beach erosion  
and the dunes did their job and protected the houses. Broadkill has been safe and clean for  
many years and I plan to keep it that way. 
 
Beach days are amazing, maybe you took your dog on the beach, or just took a walk on the 
beach by yourself, no matter what we should keep our beach clean. Ways we can do that is  
by going on beach clean ups. We can also plant dunegrass which helps to stop the erosion.  
On September 18, 2018 Broadkill beach had serious beach erosion. The state had just finished 
creating the dunes to protect the houses on shore and on land. The dunes did their job but some 
of the access ways practically turned into cliffs, and they are very dangerous. 
 
Don’t you just love the marsh smell? Well I do and when I was little, the Primehook marsh  
was all freshwater, clean, and safe. After Hurricane Sandy hit, the bay broke through. Saltwater 
flooded into the marsh and killed many plants and trees. Lots of creatures couldn’t live how  
they had lived care free anymore. The Army Corps of Engineers came in and closed up the 
breach where saltwater from the bay was getting into the marsh. But they didn’t make it entirely 
freshwater again, they made it brackish, not as salty as the bay but not completely fresh either. 
Four years after they did this, plants and grasses are finally starting to grow in the marsh to give 
the animals and birds a good environment to live in. 
 
Even if you are just getting a bite of ice cream or if you invited friends and family to get  
pizza we should still keep our beach clean. The tourists want clean beaches, the animals want 
clean beaches, EVERYONE wants clean beaches and since the beach got smaller caused by  
the erosion everyone has to pitch in to help keep our beach clean. And if we keep the marsh  
trash free the animals and plants will get their home back. And that’s why I love… 
 

BROADKILL BEACH!!! 

 
  


